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Abstract: Hydraulic fracturing is a widely used production stimulation technology for conventional
and unconventional reservoirs. The cohesive element is used to explain the tip fracture process. In this
paper, the cohesive zone model was used to simulate hydraulic fracture initiation and propagation at
the same time rock deformation and fluid exchange. A numerical model for fracture propagation in
poro-viscoelastic formation is considered. In this numerical model, we incorporate the pore-pressure
effect by coupling fluid diffusion with shale matrix viscoelasticity. The numerical procedure for
hydraulically driven fracture propagation uses a poro-viscoelasticity theory to describe the fluid
diffusion and matrix creep in the solid skeleton, in conjunction with pore-pressure cohesive zone
model and ABAQUS was used as a platform for the numerical simulation. The simulation results are
compared with the available solutions in the literature. The higher the approaching angle, the higher
the differential stress, tensile stress difference, injection rate, and injection fluid viscosity, and it will
be easier for hydraulic fracture crossing natural fracture. These results could provide theoretical
guidance for predicting the generation of fracture network and gain a better understanding of
deformational behavior of shale when fracturing.

Keywords: hydraulic fracturing; poro-viscoelastic; numerical simulation; cohesive zone model;
influence factors

1. Introduction

Unconventional reservoirs, such as shale, coal seam and tight-gas sand, are highly reliant on hydraulic
fracturing to increase the production. Although it is difficult to exploit, these low-permeability reservoirs
contain considerable hydrocarbon resources such as Marcellus Shale [1], Barnett Shale [2] and Eagle
Ford Shale [3]. The purpose of hydraulic fracturing is to open natural fracture and increase the
number of flow paths, to connect the natural fractures in the reservoir with the hydraulic fractures,
opening the existing natural fractures, and increasing the path volume in the fractures. Natural fracture
plays an important role in hydraulic fracturing such as increasing shale gas flow path, enhancing
productivity, and reducing propped fracture length [3]. Natural fractures have an important influence
in hydraulic fracturing. It cannot only affect the propagation of fracturing in reservoirs, but it also
affects the efficiency of hydraulic fracturing treatment. The benefit of natural fractures is that it
can expand the flow path volume and increase the production of hydrocarbons. On the negative
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side, it may cause additional resources to leak. Therefore, understanding of how the hydraulic
fractures interact with natural fractures is necessary and is beneficial to our future simulations and
improvements. Overall, continuous research on hydraulic fracturing is necessary and worthwhile.
Hydraulic fracture intersection with natural fracture was investigated through both laboratory and
mine-back experimental approaches [4–7]. When hydraulic fractures intersect with natural fractures,
there are three different developments. Hydraulic fractures cross over natural fractures without
changing the volume or shape of natural fractures; hydraulic fractures divert into the natural fracture
and expand the volume of the flow path; hydraulic fractures enter natural fractures and form a complex
fracture network structure.

Biot first proposed viscoelastic theory to study the linear viscoelasticity and anisotropy of porous
media [8]. The influence of the permeability on the deformation and the settlement problem of the loaded
column was discussed. A micromechanical method for explaining the theory of pore viscoelasticity of
Biot is proposed by Abousleiman et al. [9]. The problem of drilling under plane-strain deformation
is discussed and the effects of combined poro- and visco-elasticity are investigated. Simakin and
Ghassemi [10] put forward another poro-viscoelastic model by considering the relaxation of the
deviatoric stress and the symmetric effective stress. These constitutive models can be used to simulate
the coupling process between fluid flow and creep deformation of matrix rocks, but they cannot be
directly applied to simulate hydraulic fracturing, especially the interaction of hydraulic fracturing
with natural fractures. Hydraulic fracturing is a complex process and it contains rock deformation,
fracturing fluid flow, and fracture imitation and propagation. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM), which is known as a method to describe fracture mechanics in brittle rock, made outstanding
contributions. However, for soft rock, LEFM has no advantage. Under formation temperature and
pressure, the brittle rock in shale exhibits ductility after hydraulic fracturing treatments. Therefore,
it may not be the best choice to use elastic theory to analyze the shale failure.

The cohesive zone model (CZM) is a model in fracture mechanics in which fracture formation
is considered to be a gradual phenomenon. The separation of the surface involved in the crack
occurs on the extended crack tip or cohesive region and resists traction by bonding. By using CZM,
the crack initiation and propagation in many kinds of materials could be predicted and it makes a
detailed description of fracture process zone become possible [11]. CZM assumed the fracture process
zone may be separated by traction-separation law (TSL), which is determined by the material of the
fracture treatment zone. The presence of cohesive traction eliminates the singularity of the crack
tip, and this singularity significantly affects the convergence of the solution. The standard model
for describing the fracture tip processing region is the assumed bond portion extending between the
fracture surfaces until they break at an appropriate level of traction [12,13]. CZM has great advantages
in predicting crack propagation orientation in different kinds of materials (such as metals, concrete,
and rocks [14]). Furthermore, it has been used for simulating hydraulic fracture interactions with
natural fracture [15–17].

In this paper, using this method to simulate the hydraulic fracturing from initiation and
propagation, the rock deformation and fluid exchange between porous infiltrated media and fractures
are being coupled. The cohesive element is used to explain the tip fracture process. The numerical
procedure for hydraulically driven fracture propagation uses a poro-viscoelasticity theory to describe
the fluid diffusion and matrix creep in the solid skeleton. Moreover, pore-pressure CZM and ABAQUS
was used as a platform for the numerical simulation.

2. Poro-Viscoelastic Model

2.1. Poro-Viscoelastic Model

When the rock material is subjected to an external load greater than the long-term strength,
and the external stress conditions are constant, the rock deformation gradually increases with time.
The rock incurs creep when the internal strain reaches the accelerated creep threshold, and the strain
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will eventually reach the strength of the fracture and finally break. It is generally considered that the
rock has a long-term effect on the external constant load creep phenomenon, so the viscoelastic
model is suitable. The How law is used to model the stress and strain for an elastic material.
Nevertheless, viscoelastic materials generally show elasticity and viscous deformation over time.
The rock deformation and fluid diffusion are involved in the physical process and influence each other.
The poro-viscoelasticity theory has been developed and used for the fluid-rock coupling effect [18].
In this paper, the Maxwell model will be used to illustrate the viscoelasticity shown in Equation (1):

σij =

(
K− 2G

3

)
εkkδij + 2Gεij −

σij

µ/K
(1)

Poro-viscoelasticity is the synthesis of poro-elasticity and viscoelasticity. Biot [14] pioneered the
approach by using the correspondence principle, which allows for straightforward conversion from
elastic to viscoelastic behavior. The constitutive equations for a poro-elastic rock are regarded as:

σij =

(
K− 2G

3

)
εijδij + 2Gεij − αpδij (2)

ξ = αεkk +
1
M

pπr2 (3)

where K is rock bulk Young’s modulus, G is shear Young’s modulus, α is the Biot’s effective stress
coefficient which measures the ability of the pore pressure to resist compressional stresses, M is the
Biot’s Modulus. The corresponding total stress components added to pore pressure of the fluid (p)
value is the components of effective stress tensor.

σ′ij = σij + αpδij =

(
K− 2G

3

)
εkkδij + 2Gεij (4)

The difference between the constitutive equation of poro-viscoelasticity and that of poro-viscoelasticity
is the viscous term (see right-hand side of Equation (1)). The deviatoric and symmetric components of
stress act on the time developed by the viscous behavior, by adding these two elements using the finite
method. A fully coupled hydro-mechanical process, the increment of total stress at the current stage is
showed as:

σij =

(
K− 2G

3

)
εijδij + 2Gεij − σ(vis)ij + αpδij (5)

where σ(vis)ij is the pseudo-stress tensor which denotes the viscous influence of the strain history.
Besides the above equation, a fluid diffusion equation should be used,

αεv +
1
M

p = k∇2 p (6)

where k is the permeability. Equations (5) and (6) show a combination for poro-viscoelasticity. They can
be used to simulate fluid flow under plane-strain conditions as well as the interaction between
viscoelastic deformation of rock mass and fluid flow during mechanical processes.

In the ABAQUS platform, it assumes that the time domain viscoelasticity is determined by a
Prony series expansion. In the Prony series the parameters are defined for each term. On the other
hand, ABAQUS can calculate the terms in the Prony series using time-dependent creep test data,
time-dependent relaxation test data, or frequency-dependent cyclic test data. The parameters used
in Prony series are acquired from nonlinear regression based on power-law equations acquired from
experimental data [19].
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2.2. Compare Poro-Elastic Model to Poro-Viscoelastic Model

In numerical simulation, a 2D plane-strain crack propagation problem is considered. The formation
is regarded as homogeneously poro-viscoelastic. Only half of the model is meshed due to its symmetry.
The initial perforated crack is located at the center, while the predefined crack path is located on the
x-axis. The model is subjected to far-field in situ stress, as shown in Figure 1.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 11 
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Figure 1. 2D crack in plane-strain condition.

To investigate the effect of poro-viscoelastic formation on fracture propagation, results from
poro-viscoelastic formation are compared with poro-elastic formation. The input parameters are the
same except for cohesive strength and viscosity. The parameters used for numerical simulations
are presented in Table 1. Figure 2 presents fracture propagation geometry in poro-elastic and
poro-viscoelastic formations, respectively. Poro-viscoelastic model fracture width is larger than
poro-elastic, while the half fracture height is smaller than poro-elastic. Since the hydraulic energy is
partly dissipated during the subsequent ongoing viscous deformation, more time is needed to build
up the required input to initiate fracture growth. In the meantime, the fracture is widened due to
decaying modulus of the bulk. The model shows that the poro-viscoelastic is differently poro-elastic
so this principle for shale needs to be considered in our simulation.

Table 1. All the parameters used in numerical simulation.

Input Parameter Value

Young’s modulus, E 20 GPa
Poisson’s ratio, υ 0.3

Specific weight of porous fluid, γw 8330 N/m3

Permeability, k 0.00125mD
Void ratio e 0.25

Normal traction modulus En of cohesive zone, 8 GPa
Shear traction modulus Es of cohesive zone, GPa 8 GPa

Maximum opening displacement (poro-elastic), Dpe 0.0005 m
Maximum opening displacement (poro-viscoelastic), Dpv 0.0009 m

Fracking fluid viscosity, µ 0.002 Pa·s
Top-surface leak-off coefficient 6 × 10−8

Bottom-surface leak-off coefficient 6 × 10−8

Far-field in situ stress σx, σy 30, 25 MPa
Initial pore pressure, Pp 20 MPa
Initial perforation length 2 m

Injection rate, Qo 5 × 10−6 m2/s
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3. Model Setup

3.1. Cohesive Zone Model

The interaction between hydraulic fracture and natural fracture from initiation to the propagation
was modeled in the CZM by introducing a layer of elements (possible path) with zero thickness.
Fully modeling the hydraulic fracturing process requires solving a coupled system of governing
equations [20,21]. A well is drilled and then a hydraulic fracture with injection fluid enters the reservoir.
The fracture process zone (unbroken cohesive zone) is defined within the upper and lower surfaces
in Figure 3. The fracturing fluid is filled with fracture where no traction from shale fracture exists.
The bilinear model is used in the CZM. Three stages can be observed in the process of opening fracture.
(1) At first, the opening increases at the tip. Following with this change, the traction of cohesive
element also increases. Traction changes from 0 to Tmax, traction in this point is the largest tensile
strength, the opening at this point is called critical opening (δn), and interface bonding degradation
starts at this point. (2) As the opening increases, traction decreases with the opening until 0; during
this time, the cohesive element is continually damaged. The opening when traction reaches 0 is called
failure opening (δt). (3) Exceeding this point, the cohesive element was totally damaged. Because of
the fluid flow, the opening will continually increase.
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Cohesive using stiffness degradation to describe the damage evolution process of the element:

T = (1− D)T (7)

The D is the damage index to the elastic linear material

D =
δ f (δm − δ0)

δm

(
δ f − δ0

) (8)
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where δm is the maximum effective relative displacement, δ0 is normal loading displacement and δf is
shear loading displacement.

There is a fluid flow in the viscous surface gap. By Newtonian rheology, we assume that the fluid
is incompressible. The lubrication equations control the tangential flow in the tip, which is formulated
from Poiseuille’s law:

q = − w3

12µ
∇p (9)

The ordinary flow is explained:  qt = ct

(
p f − pt

)
qb = cb

(
p f − pb

)  (10)

where pt is the top surface pore pressures, pb is bottom surfaces of the fracture pore pressure, and Ct

and Cb define the corresponding fluid leak-off coefficients.

3.2. Interaction Model Setup

ABAQUS is finite-element software for structural and field analysis in the mechanical, civil, and
electronics industries, which mainly include CAE, STANDARD, and EXPLICIT [22]. In this program,
a hydraulic fracture is injected and interacts with a natural facture in rock, and is analyzed and
simulated by it. Existing cracks appear to be closed, and there is no initial separation in the entire path.
The Newtonian fluid, which is incompressible, continues to enter the fracture at a constant injection
flow rate (Q0) and causes the initiation and expansion of fractures created by hydraulic fracturing.
There is no fluid leak-off through the impermeable surfaces of the fracture, so that the simulation only
models the flow in the fracture radius direction. Six-node coupled displacement and pore-pressure
axisymmetric cohesive elements are used to model the fracture, and the rock is modeled with 4-node
axisymmetric elastic elements. The cohesive elements at the injection point are defined as initially open
to allow entry of the fluid, which makes the process of initial flow and fracture growth come true. Since
the model we built is for tensile fractures, the cohesive element is continually undergoing damage
until 0, and fails in purely normal deformation conditions without considering shear deformation.
Four categories of parameters were set up, including Young’s modulus in rock properties; tensile
strength; maximal horizontal stress and minimum horizontal stress in in situ stress; and viscosity and
injection rate in pumping parameters. Some of these values are not fixed; a preliminary simulation can
be performed by setting initial values, and then the results can be changed by adjusting the values.

First, we establish the model and determine the included angle through the establishment of the
model also determined here; 60◦ is taken as an example (Figure 4). The model is then given basic
properties such as Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. After determining the nature of the rock to
be simulated, assembly integration was performed. Different densities of mash are needed because
it can facilitate convergence of calculation results. We define the initial conditions by step, keeping
the ground stress balanced, then inject the fluid, set the time and boundary conditions, and start
crack propagation.
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4. Results and Discussion

Hydraulic fracture geometry is largely dependent on the different parameters and the different
parameter sizes have different impacts on hydraulic fracture geometries. The variable includes in situ
stress, interaction angle, tensile strength, fracturing fluid injection rate, and fracturing fluid injection
fluid viscosity. During every parameter analysis, we only change one parameter; nevertheless, the other
parameters remain unchanged according to the basic model in Table 2.

Table 2. Input Parameters.

Categories Parameter Value

Rock properties Young’s Modulus, E 20 GPa
Poisson Ratio, υ 0.3

Cohesive zone properties Tensile strength, T 1 MPa
Fracture energy, G 100

Approaching angle, α 60(◦)
In situ stress Maximal horizontal stress, σH 8 MPa

Minimal horizontal stress, σh 6 MPa
Pumping parameters Fluid viscosity 4.0 mPa·s

Injection rate 3 m3/min

4.1. Interaction Angle

The interaction angle has enough effects on the hydraulic fracture propagation. By changing the
angle, the influence of different angles on the interaction between HF (Hydraulic Fracture) and NF
(Natural Fracture) can be obtained. In this paper, change of NFs is compared at 30 degrees, 45 degrees,
60 degrees, and 75 degrees, respectively, under the same other conditions. To verify the results of
fracture intersection, the comparison between modeling results and the indoor experiment are shown
in Figure 5 [7]. From the picture, the different legend means the result of HF intersection of NF. It can
be seen that numerical simulation results and the lab experimental results are in good agreement.
This demonstrates that the CZM could simulate HF intersecting with NF. As is shown in Figure 5,
the smaller the interaction angle, the more fractures produced by hydraulic fracturing tend to divert
into the NFs and lead to an opening in the NFs. Moreover, for smaller angles of intersection, HF is
more likely to divert and propagate along the obtuse angle branch of NF. With high approach angle,
the HF is more likely to cross the NF.
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4.2. In Situ Stress

The in situ stress difference is an essential parameter in hydraulic fracturing design. The horizontal
stresses are the result of the poro-elastic deformation of the rocks plus externally applied tectonic
forces. The maximum horizontal stress and the minimum horizontal stress always control the HF
initiation and propagation. In this simulation, the maximal horizontal stress is 8 MPa, and we then
change the minimal horizontal stress in 8 MPa, 5 MPa, and 2 MPa, respectively in the three cases,
as well as keeping the other parameters consistent with the basic model to observe the relationship
between HF and NF. It can be seen in Figure 6 that the greater the stress difference, the more easily
HFs tend to cross through NFs. The smaller the stress difference, the more conducive to the expansion
of NFs [15,16].Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 11 
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4.3. Crack Tensile Strength

Rock tensile strength is a measure of the force required to achieve its point of failure. The tensile
strength is a characteristic property of the rock and the crack tensile strength obviously less than the
shale. In the simulation, the shale tensile strength is taken as 6 MPa, while the crack tensile strength
is 1 MPa, 3 MPa, and 5 MPa, respectively, in the three cases. The different tensile strength NF means
different strength of NF effect on HF propagation. The simulation results in Figure 7 show the HF
conquers the shale tensile strength, the HF initiation, and propagation. Therefore, the tensile stress
difference ∆St = rock tensile strength—crack tensile strength. When the shale tensile strength is larger
than the crack tensile strength, it is easy to generate the bi-wing fracture. When the shale tensile
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strength is moderately larger than the crack tensile strength, it is easy to generate the single-wing
fracture. When the shale tensile strength is almost equal to the crack tensile strength, HF crosses
NF [23].
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4.4. Fracturing Fluid Injection Rate

Injection rates have a great impact on fracture geometry, as shown in Figure 8, and they influence
fracture patterns. In this simulation, the fracturing fluid injection rate is taken as 3 m3/min, 6 m3/min,
and 12 m3/min. The crack geometries of the three examples are described in Figure 8. When the
injection rate is high, HF is more likely to cross NFs, and at the same time fill the entire crack.
This increases not only the fracture length but also the fracture width when increasing the fracturing
fluid injection rate.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 11 
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4.5. Fracturing Fluid Injection Viscosity

When injecting hydraulic fluid into the shale, the fracturing fluid penetrates the rock gap and
crack, generating fracturing fluid loss. The fracturing fluid loss is mainly decided by fracturing
fluid viscosity. In this simulation, the fracturing fluid viscosity is taken as 4 mPa·s, 8 mPa·s, and
16 mPa·s. The simulation results in Figure 9 show the higher fracturing fluid viscosity increase fluid
flow resistance and promote the establishment of a cake on the hydraulic rupture surface, thereby
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reducing fluid loss [24]. When the viscosity is high, HF is more likely to cross NFs. Injecting in a low
viscosity is helpful for forming a complex network structure [25].
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we developed a fully coupled poro-viscoelastic fracture propagation model to
investigate the characteristics of hydraulic fracturing in shale formation. The numerical simulation
adopted is the finite-element method and detailed implementation steps are presented. Simulations
of poro-viscoelastic fracture propagation confirm the generally accepted notion that creep behavior
has a detrimental effect on hydraulic fracturing efficiency. From the analysis, it is found that fractures
propagating in poro-viscoelastic formation tend to be wider yet shorter than that in poro-elastic
formation, which is mainly due to viscous energy dissipation.

By using a cohesive finite-element model, different factors that effect HF interacting with NF have
been investigated and clearly simulated. On the one hand, the interaction between HF and NF can
promote the expansion of flow paths; on the other hand, it may lead to an extra leak-off. Using TSL,
the tip of the fracture process is described in detail. From five different aspects, the interaction between
HF and NF has been analyzed. As the angle of interaction continues to decrease (from 75◦), HF
changes from passing through NF to diverting to NF; reducing the difference between the maximum
horizontal stress and the minimum horizontal stress to reduce the differential stress can also achieve a
similar effect; injecting in a suitable rate or viscosity is helpful to make full use of NFs and improve the
fracturing effect.
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